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Education for Peaceful Living
By Cecil Ramnaraine

Introduction

When one looks at the research on peace, it is evident that the time is right for teachers and school administrators to implement a curriculum for peaceful living. This means not just teaching about peace or providing information about peace problems. It means implementing the methods and means whereby peace can be practiced in the classroom.

Peace must be openly espoused and taught to our students. We cannot depend on subliminal, incidental learning, or a hidden curriculum. Peace must be actively pursued, both by teachers and students, in all parts of the educational system. Peace must be an interdisciplinary topic in order to become a part of our attitude and behavior.

Peace is defined here as far more than a personal calm in mind and body. Peace is defined here as racial equality rather than racial discrimination; equality among all peoples rather than a social and monetary hierarchy; cooperation rather than competition; sharing food and world resources than waste and hoarding; preserving nature than exploiting her; equality between the sexes rather than male dominance over females and minorities; self mastery and self understanding rather than control and power over others; and the use of skills and talents of every human being for the general care and love of all living things.

This is the peace that all educators, at all levels and throughout the world, should strive for. And it is time that we start the process in all earnestness. Here are some suggestions for our consideration:

PEACE MODE
Curriculum Ideas
Grades 1 – 3

1. **Self Knowledge**
   - Self: Name, address, telephone number
   - Family: Names of family members and extended family and their relationship to each other
   - Community: Names of neighbors and friends
   - Sharing: Tell a good story about your family.
     - How do you fit in your family?
     - What does your family do for hobbies, activities, and holidays?

2. **Self-Help**
   - What is the relationship of your family to the world of work? How does your family make a living? What does each family member do? What are your chores at home? How do you help your family each day? What are your duties at school? How do you help at school? What more could you do to help at home and at school?

3. **Help to Others**
   - Monitor the things you do at home and at school to help others.
   - Tell/List your kind deeds that help your brothers and/or sisters.
Tell/list your kind deeds that help your parents/grandparents.
Tell/list your kind deeds that help your neighbors/friends.
4. **Community Projects**
   During holidays charitable organizations like UNICEF (the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund) distribute boxes and envelopes to collect money for needs children all over the world. You can take part in projects to fill Thanksgiving baskets for poor children in your city or neighborhood. You can give toys and food to poor children at Christmas and other holidays. You can visit nursing homes with your class to talk with older people and make friends with them. You can join a choir to sing for your church. You can participate in family, school, church, and neighborhood activities and events. You can develop a spirit of cooperation by working with others as a group to do other useful programs. You can start to develop group skills like give and take, negotiation, and compromise. You can adopt an older person or handicapped person in your neighborhood and help care for him or her. You can develop a plan for peer mediation to settle disputes and problems in your school and community.

5. **Self-Esteem**
   Tell/list what you know of your own strengths and weaknesses.
   Tell/list what you know of your own worth and value to your family, school, friends, neighbors, and church.
   How do you feel about all these people and groups?
   How can you develop the ability to cooperate and work successfully with others in a group?
   How can you develop a spirit of generosity and concern for others?

6. **Humanities**
   Engage in peace songs, games, and art projects. Have a peace table in your classroom. Cultural diversity: Learn about each different culture represented in your school. Use materials to show cooperation. Study good role models and common human bonding.
PEACE MODE
Curriculum Ideas
Grades 4 – 6

1. **Self-Knowledge**
   Do you know your place in your family? Construct a family tree to show your relationship to others in your family. Improve your skills – social, intellectual, and physical – by doing your best in school. Look at your evolution as a young person. What do you think of yourself? Who are you? What would you like to do? What do you like? What would you like to become? What kind of person would you like to be? Who are your heroes? Why are they heroes?

2. **Self-Help**
   How do you learn to work at home and at school? What responsibilities do you have at home? Is homework a responsibility? What other jobs do you have at school? Read about people as role models. Try new experiences with family, friends, on vacations, etc. What did you learn? How did you grow?

   **Daily Checklist of Self-Improvement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tues</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was I on time?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did I do my homework?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did I do my chores?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did I help someone today?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did I behave?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was I good to my parents?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was I good to my teacher?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was I good to my classmates?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was I a loving person?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Write some of your own questions for self-improvement.)

3. **Help to Others**
   Tell/list your kind deeds to others. What are your chores at home to help your family? Do you have assigned tasks at school that help our classmates and teachers? Find out what kind of volunteer work you could do at school, in the neighborhood, etc. Offer to tutor or coach a classmate.

4. **Community Projects**
Halloween: Collect money in UNICEF boxes to help needy children. Help fill food baskets for the poor at Thanksgiving. Collect food to store in food shelves to help those who are hungry. At Christmas time raise money for food to give to the poor. Collect food baskets for the food shelves. Visit nursing homes and be a volunteer. Join a choir and sing at churches, hospitals, and nursing homes. Collect toys for needy tots. Work with charitable agencies such as the Salvation Army, Big Brother and Big Sister programs, Red Cross, etc. Help provide clothing, blankets and food for homeless people. Join the Scouts to develop skills of cooperation and working together to solve problems, participate in service projects. Be a summer camp advisor. Adopt an older person in a nursing home and visit him/her regularly. Develop a system of peer mediation.

5. **Self Esteem**

Know your value as a human being. Know your good points, and work to strengthen them. Know your bad characteristics and try to change them. Learn to listen and learn from teachers, parents, etc. Learn to love and respect your parents, teachers, friends, neighbors, in order to grow in wisdom and self-understanding. Engage in actions you are good at, to enhance your self-esteem. Engage in community projects to demonstrate love, caring, respect and regard for others. Who are your heroes? Why are they heroes? Read about good people and good role models.

6. **Humanities**

Have class discussions on books and materials reflecting role models, cooperative effort, friendship, sharing, and love and caring of human beings for one another. Learn peace songs, games, artwork, drama, etc. Learn about the different cultures represented in your school.

**Books (fifth-grade level)**

Bender, David: *The Arms Race*.
Bull, Angela: *Anne Frank*.
Carr, Albert: *A Matter of Life and Death*.
Finkelstein, N.: *Remember Not to Forget*.
Forman, James: *That Made Game – War and the Changes for Peace*.
Galt, Thomas: *The Story of Peace and War*.
King, Martin Luther Jr.: *The Trumpet of Conscience*.
Lawson, Don: *Ten Fighters for Peace*.
Lieberman, Mark: *The Pacifists – Soldiers Without Guns*.
Mizumura, Kaul: *If I Build a Village*.
Monjo, E.N.: *The Drinking Gourd*.
Moressy, John: *The Humans of Ziax II*.
Seredy, Kate: *The Singing Tree*.
Smith, Samantha: *Journey to the Soviet Union*.
Spier, Peter: *People*.
Suess, Dr.: *Horton Hears a Who. The Sneetches and Other Stories*.
Thomas, Marlo: *Free To Be You and Me*.
Wondriska, W.: *All the Animals Were Angry, John John, Turlliger, Tomato Patch*. 
Franz Jagerstatter said no to Adolf Hitler. He refused to join the German Army. He refused to fight. He said it was wrong for one human being to kill another human being. He simply stated that his moral and religious training taught him the commandment “Thou shalt not kill,” and so he was obliged to obey the commandment rather than Hitler’s order to join the arm and fight in the war.

Almost everyone obeyed and supported Hitler, from church leaders and their parishioners to university professors and their students, from the important people to the common man. There were few exceptions. Jagerstatter was one. He preferred death, rather than joining an army in order to fight and kill others.

Franz was born in the village of St. Radegund in Austria in 1907. His family members were farmers, and so Franz worked on the farm after leaving school at the age of 14. He was considered to be a wild young man, and was forced to leave his village because of his bad behavior. When he later returned, though the villagers noticed a change. He married and settled down.

When Franz asked the bishop of his church for advice, he was told to obey Hitler’s orders and to join the army. All the leaders of the church and his friends and neighbors told him the same thing. He stood all alone in his decision not to join the military, and because he would not,
he was put in prison. Franz was a model prisoner, sharing his food and good feelings with the other prisoners.

Franz’s wife and parish priest made one last attempt to save him. If he would sign the army papers, he would be released. But Franz refused. He said that he would rather die than do the wrong thing. He told his wife that his conscience was clear, that he was doing what God ordered and not what Hitler had ordered.

On August 9, the Nazi authorities in Berlin’s Tegel Prison beheaded Franz Jagerstatter. His body was cremated, and an Austrian nun who had ministered to him at the prison recovered his ashes. This nun took the ashes to his birthplace in the village of St. Radegund, and Franz Jagerstatter’s remains were buried in the churchyard in the country of Austria, the country he so dearly loved.
In 1929, the year that Martin Luther King, Jr. was born, Mahatma Gandhi predicted that a person of African descent would teach the principles and methods of nonviolence to the world.

Those principles were 1) No hitting back; 2) Be willing to endure pain, suffering and even death for your cause; 3) Love and forgive the oppressor, even when he/she is beating you, and 4) Don’t harm or humiliate your oppressor, but try to reconcile (settle) your differences.

Martin Luther King, Jr. came from a hard-working, honest and well-educated middle-class family. He attended Morehouse College, Crozier Theological Seminary and Boston University. He studied the writings of Mahatma Gandhi during his student days, and realized that Gandhi’s methods of nonviolent resistance were the correct tools to use to gain civil rights for poor minorities. To those who accused him of causing trouble, King replied that the downtrodden and mistreated people could only get justice and peace by agitating – agitating nonviolently until their grievances were redressed (made up for).

The Montgomery Bus Boycott of 1955-1956 gave the Reverend King his first chance to practice nonviolent resistance to unjust laws. Rosa Parks, a black seamstress, refused to give up her seat in the bus to a white passenger, which was required by the law in the South at that time. For this she was arrested and summoned to court. The black citizens of Montgomery, Alabama decided to boycott (not use) the buses for one day. This boycott proved to be so successful that they continued it. They refused to ride the buses at all until they were given what they considered to be civil rights under the law. All they asked for was courteous treatment from the bus drivers, seating in the buses to follow an orderly pattern. That included white people in the front and blacks in the back of the bus, and jobs for black drivers, especially on the bus routes populated by minority citizens.

Dr. King was named the leader of this boycott. During the 382-day ordeal, he succeeded in getting his people to walk, ride mules or bikes, and to car-pool, but never to ride the bus to work, school or play. During this time, Dr. King was harassed, imprisoned and humiliated. His home was even bombed, but he never retaliated (fought back) physically. He taught his followers to use peace, not violence, to win their battles. The highest court in the land, the Supreme Court,
finally heard the case, and decided that the cause was just. The buses of Montgomery were finally integrated.

Dr. King organized the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). This was a group of non-white ministers from the southern states who worked for civil rights. He led sit-ins at lunch counters, until the owners integrated their business and served whites and blacks at the same counter. He tried to register black citizens so that they could vote. He boycotted businesses in various southern cities to force the owners to serve black people as well as white people. He opposed the Vietnam War. Many of the things he fought for were finally realized when Congress passed the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the Voting Rights Bill in 1965.

For his nonviolent efforts to avoid an all-out race war in the United States, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace in 1964. But this great honor, and all the others that were bestowed upon Dr. King, did not stop an assassin from murdering this apostle of peace and nonviolence before he reached his 40th birthday.
Mother Teresa of Calcutta
(1910 – 1997)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Mother Teresa of Calcutta, India, was one small woman who helped thousands of poor people all over the world. Her name was Agnes Gouxha Bojaxhiu until it was changed to Teresa when she became a nun. She said, “When I was eighteen, I decided to leave my home and become a nun. It was the will of God.”

Upon completion of her training as a nun and a teacher, she was sent to work in a convent in Calcutta, India. After teaching there for 18 years, she decided to leave the convent and live and work among the poor in the slums of Calcutta. She believed that God had ordered her to go – “I was to leave the convent and help the poor while living among them. It was God’s will.”

Mother Teresa dressed and lived in the same manner as the poor peasant women of India. She rented a tiny room for $1.00 a month and started working and living with the poor. Using her mud floor as a blackboard, she started a school for the slum children. Her former students soon joined her in her work and became nuns. When their numbers increased to about 10 sisters, the Pope recognized them as a new order and granted them a charter and the name “The Missionary Sisters of Charity.”

Mother Teresa and her sisters swear to vows of poverty, chastity, obedience and free service to the poor. They are a hard-working group. They start at 4:30 in the morning with prayers and breakfast. Then they go out and work with the children, the sick, the dying and the needy in the slums. Work, and service do not stop until dinnertime at 6pm. Their faith and love help them do the lowest and dirtiest jobs with happiness.

Mother Teresa provides homes, food, care and medicine for the sick, dying, orphans, widows, lepers, homeless – anyone who needs help. After doing this work in Calcutta and in other cities in India, she sent her sisters out to other countries to perform similar services. Almost every country in the world now has “The Missionary Sisters of Charity,” who number in the thousands. Without fuss or show they do their good deeds. They are careful to treat everyone with love and respect, regardless of race, religion, or circumstance.
Because of her goodness and humanity to the poorest of the poor, and her help to the needy people all over the world, Mother Teresa was awarded a very high honor – the Nobel Prize for Peace in 1989. She lived in the motherhouse in Calcutta, but could be found almost anywhere her sisters were working. Mother Teresa died in September 1997.
Mahatma (“The Great Soul”) Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born in the poor city of Porbandar, in the state of Gujrat, Western India. His mother, Putlibai, was a deeply religious Hindu woman; his father, Kaba, was a very honest, conscientious civil servant. People of many religions lived in Porbandar. Many Christians, Jews, Moslems, Parsees, Sikhs and others were frequent guests in the Gandhi home. The tolerance, honesty and search for truth that Gandhi saw in his family greatly influenced him.

In 1889 Gandhi went to England to study law, and was graduated from the Inner Temple of London. While he was in England, a number of vegetarian friends who formed his support group persuaded Gandhi to study Indian religions and literature.

When he returned to India, however, he could not find a job; so he accepted an offer to go to South Africa. He was hired to serve as a lawyer to a rich Indian merchant who was badly mistreated by the white officials of the railway company because of his skin color. As a result of this incident, Gandhi began to think about the treatment of minorities and what could be done to improve the situation. In those days, apartheid, or racial segregation, was the law and policy of the government of South Africa. So after Gandhi settled his employer’s legal matters, he began to organize the Indian community to demand their civil rights.

During his 20 years in South Africa, Gandhi developed his principles of nonviolent resistance. He led this struggle in nonviolent confrontations with the government. The rules of nonviolent resistance that he laid down are: 1) No hitting back (no retaliation), 2) Endure personal pain and suffering, even death, 3) Express love and forgiveness toward the oppressor, and 4) Harbor no intent to harm or humiliate the oppressor, but rather a desire to settle (reconcile) differences.
After gaining many civil rights reforms, Gandhi left South Africa and returned to India in 1914. At first he traveled widely in the country to see for himself the conditions in which the poor lived, and to learn from them the ways in which he could help.

Then he began to protest the British government’s rule over India. He supported the farmers of the Champaran district in their fight against the British landlords who were their oppressors. He won a fair settlement and a good price for the farmers’ produce. He successfully mediated a labor dispute in the textile industry in the city of Ahmedabad. When the district of Bardoli refused to pay what they considered unfair taxes, Gandhi encouraged other districts to do the same in support, believing that this would overthrow the British government. However, when some of his supporters rioted and killed 22 policemen in Charu-Chara, Gandhi called off the rebellion. He felt personally responsible for the killings, and he did not want to kill the British to achieve peace and justice for his people. He believed that killing to get what you want was wrong, and he chose to fail, rather than achieve independence for India. He continued to stand by his principles of nonviolence, and earned the title of Mahatma – “The Great Soul.”

During the Second World War, the Moslem League broke from Gandhi and demanded that India be divided into two countries – one mostly Moslem and one mostly Hindu. Since every city, town and village had mixed populations of many religions and sects, Gandhi did not agree with their position. He felt that this division would lead to war. In 1947, when the British divided the country into India and Pakistan, his prediction came true.

During this time of civil war, Gandhi resided in the state of Bengal, in Eastern India. He brought peace to that part of the country. He then went to Delhi and accomplished the same thing there, after which he planned to move to the newly created country of Pakistan and plead for peace. But on January 30, 1948, his peaceful mission ended. A fanatic he had helped free from British rule assassinated him.
Anwar Sadat
(1918 – 1981)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Anwar Sadat, President of Egypt, was the first man to settle his country’s long-standing dispute with Israel and to offer fair solutions to the Arab-Israeli conflict. If his ideas had been accepted, they would have brought peace, justice and prosperity to the countries of the Middle East. Sadat was able to bury the bloody past and work for a hopeful future.

Anwar was born in the village of Mit Abul Kum in the delta of the river Nile, on December 25, 1918. His family was poor but very close. They were spiritually and emotionally strong. Simple, peaceful farm life taught Anwar courage, confidence, tolerance and love. He wrote “Wherever I go, I always know that I have living roots there, deep down in the soil of my village, like the trees and the plants.” Sadat received his early education in the village and frequently spent time there even after he became the President of Egypt.

Sadat attended the Egyptian Military Academy, and upon graduation, became an officer. He was one of the few others who dedicated their lives to freeing Egypt from British rule. During the Second World War, Sadat assisted a fellow officer in escaping from prison. The British learned about his involvement in the escape and had him arrested and imprisoned. From then on, Sadat led the resistance movement against the British government. He was caught and jailed again for 1½ year. In jail, Sadat read, educated himself in world affairs, and strengthened his resolve to oust the foreign rulers of his country.

After the war, Anwar Sadat rejoined his fellow revolutionary officers. Gamal Nasser became their leader. They succeeded in overthrowing the government in 1952, and appointed Nasser as Chairman. Sadat became a cabinet officer in the new government.

Nasser gradually took over all the power and became a dictator. His worst mistake was a war with Israel in 1967, a war that Egypt lost. Nasser died in 1970, and Anwar Sadat, who was the Vice President, took over the leadership of Egypt.

Sadat wasted no time in calling for peace negotiations with Israel. He was not taken seriously by Israel, nor by the United States, however, and concluded that he must stand up to Israel to gain their recognition and attention. Sadat led Egypt into a successful war against Israel, and in 1973, again asked for peace. He then took a bold step by personally going to Israel and
addressing the Israeli parliament. “I declare to the whole world that we accept to live with you in permanent peace, base on justice,” he said.

Peace talks were started, but little progress was made until the United States President, Jimmy Carter, invited Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Begin to meet face to face in the U.S. to work out an agreement. Each of the leaders, together with their advisors and with much encouragement from the Americans, talked for two weeks at Camp David. Finally in 1979, Sadat and Begin signed a treaty called the “Camp David Accord.”

The treaty had two parts. The first part established peace between Egypt and Israel. Israel would withdraw from the Sinai region, and give it back to Egypt in return for Egypt’s full recognition of Israel as an independent country. The second part of the treaty called for the settlement of other disputed territories. It said that representatives of Jordan, Palestine, Egypt and Israel would negotiate the future of Gaza and the West Bank of the Jordan River, over a 5-year period, during which the Palestinian people would gradually become self-governing. At the same time Israel would withdraw its troops from the area.

The first part of the treaty has been fully implemented. Egypt and Israel now live together as peaceful neighbors. However, implementation of the second part of the treaty, particularly as it applied to the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel, was not immediately successful. For 15 years, since Sadat’s bold move, Neighbors in Palestine and Israel continued to kill each other. However, since 1994 both sides are finally decided to observe the second portion of the Camp David Accord.

Anwar Sadat lived for only three years following his historic role in reaching a peace treaty with Israel. Some fundamental religious Moslems, who did not like Sadat’s peaceful settlement with Israel or the democratic reforms he introduced, murdered him in 1981.

These words are displayed on his tombstone:

President

Mohammed Anwar El Sadat

Hero of War – Hero of Peace

Lived For Peace and Martyred For His Principles

1918 - 1981
Eleanor Roosevelt
(1884 – 1962)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Eleanor Roosevelt was the wife of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 32nd President of the United States, and the niece of Theodore Roosevelt, 26th President of the United States. In her book that tells her life story, she said that she was writing to show that “…anyone can live a full life, and a satisfying life, even though that person might not possess great gifts or talents.”

Both of Eleanor’s parents died before she was 10 years old, and her grandmother and aunts raised her. They used to take her to give out food to needy people on holidays. This developed in Eleanor a lifelong concern and sympathy for the poor and downtrodden.

After finishing high school and traveling in Europe, Eleanor returned to New York. There she met Franklin Roosevelt, a fifth cousin. Franklin courted her and eventually married her when she was 21 years old. Her Aunt Bye advised her not to worry about criticism as long as she was sure she was doing the right thing.

When Franklin finished law school at Columbia University, he was elected to the New York State Legislature. He and Eleanor moved to Albany, New York. From then on, Eleanor led a double life – a private life with her family and friends, and a public life with politics and politicians. She took both of these duties very seriously.

During the First World War, Eleanor accompanied her husband (who was appointed Secretary of the Navy by President Woodrow Wilson) on inspection tours all over the country. She also did volunteer work with the Red Cross and in military hospitals. She improved conditions for patients in these hospitals. When Franklin ran for the Vice-Presidency of the United States in 1920, Eleanor campaigned with him, and learned the skills necessary to become an effective politician.

In 1921 Franklin D. Roosevelt was crippled by poliomyelitis. In 1929 Eleanor encouraged his return to politics and championed F.D.R.’s successful bid for Governor of New York. Then in 1932 she helped him win the Presidency of the United States.

Mrs. Roosevelt introduced many new concepts to the country. She opposed lynching, fought against the poll tax, supported integration and civil rights for all, and she proposed a volunteer Peace Corps to help poor countries of the world achieve economic and democratic stability.
Mrs. Roosevelt served as the President’s eyes and ears during his long 13-year presidency. In World War II she stood in for the President on the front line tours of inspection in Asia, Europe and the Pacific War Zones. She was a great inspiration and comfort to the American and Allied soldiers. What she saw as a result of war so disgusted her that she resolved to work for peace wherever and whenever she could.

Shortly after his fourth election to the Presidency, F.D.R. died and Harry S. Truman became President. Truman appointed Mrs. Roosevelt as a delegate to the United Nations. In this position she headed the United Nations Human Rights Commission. Through hard work and determination she succeeded in persuading the United Nations delegates (including the Russians) to adopt the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This document spells out in detail the political, civil, economic, social and cultural rights of humankind. Thus every man, woman and child in every country of the world was entitled to freedom and happiness.

After her term in the United Nations expired, Mrs. Roosevelt continued to work for understanding and peace among the nations of the world. She traveled widely to many countries. She pointed out the similarities that all countries have in common, even though they might have different forms of government.

She tried to eliminate the gap between the democratic and communist ideas between the USA and the USSR, and between the rich and poor nations. She thus was referred to as “the first citizen of the world.” She said, “Do not stop thinking of life as an adventure. You can live bravely, excitingly, and imaginatively.” She worked for the betterment of all human beings until her death in November 1962.
Dag Hammarskjold
(1905 – 1961)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Dag Hammarskjold was Secretary-General of the United Nations from 1953 through 1961. In his oath of office the Secretary-General swore to work for the good of the United Nations, and not for any one government or organization. His task was to carry out the orders of the Security Council of the United Nations, and to bring any pressing world problems to their attention for their resolution.

Dag Hammarskjold was a person of great intelligence and integrity. He had high ethical and moral standards, and he had a deep desire to serve all the nations of the earth to the best of his abilities. He resisted pressure from the two superpowers – the United States and the Soviet Union (USSR), and did not yield to their influence. He worked for disarmament. He helped the poorer nations of the world achieve stability and better living conditions. Most importantly, he championed the cause of peace.

Dag Hammarskjold was educated at the University of Upsala, in Sweden, where he earned degrees in law, economics, and humanities. He had a talent for persuasion, and for setting differences. He served as Chairman of the Bank of Sweden, and after World War II he successfully led the conversion of Sweden to a peacetime plan. He later represented his country at the Organization of European Economic Cooperation.

Centuries ago, Sweden had given up any ambition to be a big world power or European power, and thus had no colonial possessions. Since 1710, Sweden had been a peaceful, neutral country. Thus national history and background prepared Dag Hammarskjold for the role as a peacemaker. He became an excellent Secretary-General and was impartial in negotiations between countries. He had no hidden motive.

Hammarskjold refused to allow the Federal Bureau of Investigation (under the U.S. Department of Justice) to conduct background checks on the employees of the United Nations, insisting that they be treated as international civil servants, independent of any one government.
In 1954, he successfully presented the case for the release of 11 U.S. airmen shot down over China. Hammarskjold represented them since the U.S. government had not yet recognized the People’s Republic of China as a legitimate country.

In 1956, the Suez Canal crisis loomed. Britain, France and Israel invaded Egypt and took over the Suez Canal area. The United States President, Dwight Eisenhower, ordered an end of the fighting. The United Nations was charged with restoring peace in that area. Hammarskjold proposed creating a U.N. Emergency Force to keep the peace between Israel and Egypt. Such a Military Force required 1) the consent of the state in which the force is to be stationed, 2) impartiality and defensive service only, and 3) no change of existing physical boundaries.

During the Hungarian crisis of the same year, the United Nations was unable to assist, since it cannot compel any member country to do anything against its own wishes. The United Nations acts with the approval of its members.

Hammarskjold believed strongly in negotiations. He said, “It is not something immoral, but a responsible and sensible activity – a process of working out a mutually satisfactory arrangement with someone you have to live with.” He also supported co-existence of all nations. The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence are 1) mutual respect for each other’s territory, 2) mutual non-aggression, 3) mutual non-interference in internal affairs, 4) equality and mutual benefit, and 5) peaceful co-existence with each other.

The Secretary-General labored to keep Third World countries from becoming involved in the Cold War between the United States and the U.S.S.R. He wished to give these underdeveloped, smaller countries time and assistance to attain stability, and to maintain their independence.

Hammarskjold worked hard to achieve a nuclear test ban, which he hoped would eventually lead to total nuclear and conventional disarmament. This was a goal that he would not see attained since the larger world powers were not ready to embrace the idea.

A crisis in Africa, in a region called the Congo, occupied Hammarskjold’s last years. A civil war broke out in the Congo following the departure of the Belgian colonial rulers. Hammarskjold tried to keep the Cold War issues out of this conflict, as he felt this would only increase the fighting. He managed to send in the United Nations Emergency Force to gain control of the situation, stop the killing and begin negotiations. When the two warring factions were close to a settlement, Hammarskjold arranged to personally travel to Africa to meet and work out the final details. On the way to meet with one of the tribal Chiefs, Hammarskjold’s plane crashed, and he was killed. He gave his breath in the service of his fellow man and the cause of peace among nations.
Woodrow Wilson, 31st President of the United States, came from a family of Presbyterian ministers. They impressed upon him a respect for knowledge, the principles of justice and fair play, and the need for goodness and kindness. These qualities became ingrained in his personality at an early age, and remained with him his entire life.

Wilson was educated at Princeton University, the University of Virginia, and Johns Hopkins University. He was graduated with a law degree and a doctorate in Philosophy. He taught at Wesleyan University, and then at Princeton University. He became President of Princeton in 1908.

He was married to Louise Axson, daughter of a Presbyterian minister. She made him very happy throughout their 29 years of marriage. Louise died in 1916. Love from a woman was very important to Woodrow; he wrote, “Love unlocks everything within me.”

In 1920 Wilson was elected Governor of New Jersey. His work as governor made him the favorite of the Democratic Party, which nominated him for the Presidency of the United States in 1912. Wilson won the election and set about the task of restoring the people’s trust and respect for the government. Wilson was known for his work in breaking up large business monopolies that dominated industry at that time.

When war broke out in Europe in 1914, President Wilson declared the United States to be “neutral” and he patiently kept the country out of the struggle until 1917. He did not stand idle, however, during those three years. He worked as a mediator between the warring countries, urging them to reach a peaceful settlement.

Thousands of men died in the fighting of the First World War. In one battle alone, nearly half a million lost their lives in a few days in the miserable muddy trenches of Verdun. The strategy of “trench warfare” was simple. The two opposing armies dug trenches and took shelter in them. They would then come out to kill each other at close range with guns and bayonets.
Despite the President’s early stand on remaining neutral the United States finally entered the war in April of 1917. The United States Congress, influenced by the powerful lobbies formed by the country’s banks and businesses, voted for war following the German sinking of American ships.

U.S. troops and war materials helped Britain and France defeat Germany by the following year, 1918. This was then called “The War to End All Wars.”

Wilson was determined to put an end to wars because he felt that a nation could win the war, but lose the peace. He proposed his famous “Fourteen Points.” He asked the countries of Europe to gradually withdraw from their colonial possessions and allow these countries to rule themselves. He asked that the countries reach a just peace settlement among themselves, establish free trade among nations, work toward complete disarmament, and form what would be called the League of Nations to negotiate disputes and work to keep the world peace.

But France and Britain were determined to punish Germany. They imposed harsh terms. Wilson tried to warn them that their vengeance would not lead to peace, but would set up conditions for another war. Wilson believed that the same rules and morality that govern individual behavior should also govern the behavior of countries. But his advice went unheeded. The stage was set for Hitler and World War II.

The Congress of the United States rejected Wilson’s League of Nations and his other peace proposals. At the same time, Wilson became ill most probably with encephalitis, which affected his mental abilities. Thus, he was unable to work out a compromise with the Congress. In the 1920 election the Republican candidate defeated Woodrow Wilson, and he became a private citizen again. He continued in poor health until his death on a sunny Sunday morning, February 3, 1924.
Albert Einstein
(1879 – 1955)

Albert Einstein was probably the greatest genius who ever lived. He gave us a new understanding of our planet and the relationship of our solar system to the rest of the universe. His $E=mc^2$ formula helped scientists understand the process of how physical matter changes into energy, and energy back into matter. He rescued many Jews from Hitler’s rule and pleaded for them before the world’s leaders. He pushed for disarmament and on-world government. He worked for the rule of law and the restoration of world peace.

Einstein was a shy and sensitive student who dropped out of school, in part because of the common prejudice against Jews. However, he taught himself mathematics, physics and philosophy at home. Love, respect and discipline from his caring family, and his Jewish Heritage sustained him through difficult times. Communion with nature gave him inner strength and happiness.

After graduation from the Swiss Technical Institute and his marriage to Mileva Maric (a classmate), Einstein took a job at the patent office in Berne, Switzerland. There he developed a Special Theory of Relativity, which deals with the speed of light and its relationship to time. Simply stated, a clock that is taken on a speedy space flight (speed of 186,000 miles per second, which is the speed of light) will slow down, as compared with a clock left behind on earth. So, if your twin brother goes on this speedy space journey, and then returns to earth, he would appear younger than you, having been left behind on earth time.

Einstein’s $E=mc^2$ formula explains how a small amount of physical matter ($m$) lost is equal to the energy ($E$) carried by radiation, divided by the square of the speed of light ($c$). So $m=E/c^2$ is the same as $E=mc^2$. This explains how the sun can generate such great amounts of heat and light for such a long period of time.

Next, Einstein proposed the General Theory of Relativity. This theory talks about the bend of light rays in an electrically charged (electro-magnetic) field. White light is made up of seven colors – red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet and indigo (purplish-blue). The light from
our sun and other stars shows what is called a red shift, or bending. Einstein’s theory explains that this means that physical matter in the universe is expanding out from the center (also called the Doppler Effect).

Einstein taught us that time is relative, not absolute; space is not empty, but occupied by gravity and magnetic charges; that heavenly bodies (stars, planets, etc.) are occupied by gravity and magnetic charges; that heavenly bodies (stars, planets, etc.) are occupied by gravity and magnetic charges; that heavenly bodies (stars, planets, etc.) are moving away from each other as the universe continues to expand; that physical matter and energy are interchangeable (can be moved back and forth from one form to another) and that there is a simplicity and order to creation.

Einstein believed in nonviolence and opposed World War I. As he put it, “A moral attitude to life, love of justice and knowledge, and a desire for personal independence influenced me.” Thus, he supported Jews and their desire for a homeland in Palestine, not as a political state, but as a place where Jews could develop their culture and share the land with their neighbors.

Since the Gestapo seized his home, and the Nazis persecuted the Jews in Germany, Einstein left Berlin in 1933 for Princeton University. There he worked in the Physics Department, researching the Unified Field Theory. He was a good teacher and a friendly citizen. He worked for disarmament and world peace, and he believed that nations would gradually mature to the point of giving up control over narrow interests and work for the broader interests of all humankind. Einstein believed that a sincere concern for the fate of the earth, and for the continuation of life on the planet, could save us from war and destruction of our species (the human race).

Einstein continued to work hard for all these causes until his death at the age of 76 in 1955.
Albert Schweitzer
(1875 – 1965)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Albert Schweitzer was a very educated and talented man. He held doctorates in Music, Theology and Philosophy. When he decided to become a missionary in Africa he went back to school and earned a degree in medicine. His decision to practice medicine in the jungles of Africa was due to his belief that every person should sacrifice a part of her/her life in service to others.

Young Albert grew up in Kayerberg, a small town in the Alsace-Lorraine, a quiet and beautiful region on the border of France and Germany. He had to walk two miles to school. These walks in the peaceful hills and valleys created in him a love of nature and reverence for all living things. His parents, though poor, encouraged his love for all life.

Albert finished his formal education in 1913. With his own savings he bought medical supplies and set sail for Africa. He knew that the people of what was then called French Equatorial Africa (now known as Gabon) needed help desperately, and that was his destination. He chose the settle in Lambarene; a town in the tropical forest along the Ogowe River 250 miles from the west coast of Africa.

When Dr. Schweitzer arrived there, he cleaned up a chicken coop and set up his medical practice in it. People started to flock to the clinic. Soon he built a 16-bed hospital with a tin roof and wall, and a concrete floor. Most of the diseases he treated were caused by poor nutrition and the unsanitary conditions in which the natives live. The most common of these were malaria, dysentery, diarrhea, swamp fever, frambesia and festering sores. He worked as a doctor during the week and as a pastor on Sundays.
One of the doctor’s patients, Joseph, was proof that, given half a chance, a black African could be as good a worker as his white brother. In return for his medical care, Joseph worked at the hospital. For services rendered, Dr. Schweitzer was paid in bananas, manioc (a tropical root used for food) or labor. No one was given free medical help. During his first months in Lambarene, Dr. Schweitzer treated over 2,000 patients.

As other doctors and nurses learned of Albert Schweitzer’s work, they began to go to Africa to assist him. With this help, he was able to leave his hospital and make trips to Europe to raise money to buy more medicine and medical supplies. He raised money by giving concerts, and by selling books that he wrote.

Few Europeans were interested in truly helping the African natives, however. Most were interested in going to Africa as colonial masters, to live in wealth and luxury, while they exploited the land, resources and cheap labor. They also brought excess foreign goods, which they sold to the natives at great profit. This way of life and method of exploitation of undeveloped land is referred to as colonialism.

When Dr. Schweitzer returned to Africa, he found an ever-increasing number of people that needed medical care. With each increase, he built a bigger hospital. By 1927 his hospital was caring for 250 patients, and providing jobs for 700 people. Dr. Schweitzer was a tireless worker who continued to expand his services and his hospital year after year.

In 1959, Dr. Schweitzer returned to Lambarene from what was to be his last European trip. He remained in the village until his death on August 23, 1965. His daughter, Rhena Schweitzer, continued his work, managing a very large and successful medical complex that began with his chicken coop clinic.

Dr. Albert Schweitzer’s life serves as a model to us all, as an example of the good that can come from work and sacrifice in the service of our fellow human beings.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer
(1906 – 1945)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a priest and served as a double agent in the fight against Adolf Hitler. He was born on February 4, 1906 in Breslau, Germany and was executed by the Gestapo on April 9, 1945 at the Tegel prison in Berlin.

Bonhoeffer was a very sensitive youth whose young life was marred by sadness at the death of his older brothers in World War I. He was a bright student and graduated with honors from Berlin University. Hitler’s followers who were the swastika, and the soldiers known as the Brown Shirts greatly disgusted him. Bonhoeffer’s family was also against the nation’s war preparations.

Bonhoeffer took various jobs as a priest and as a teacher in Barcelona, New York, and finally in Berlin. He wanted to go to India to learn about Gandhi’s nonviolent movement, but his lack of money prevented him from taking such a trip. This was truly unfortunate because, had he been able to go, he might have learned how to use Gandhi’s peaceful methods to stop Hitler, thereby preventing the death of millions of people in World War II.

During this time Hitler was gradually gaining power. By March 1933, his Nazi Party held 44% of the vote, so Hitler decided to place himself as dictator over all of Germany. Most Germans at this time agreed with Hitler and his doctrine. They wished to establish their country of Germany as the sole power in all of Europe. They were eager for revenge for their defeat in World War I and for the harsh terms of the truce that they had to accept. Dietrich Bonhoeffer was one of the few people in Germany who disagreed with Hitler and actively opposed him.

Bonhoeffer did not agree with Hitler’s Aryan Clause, which took jobs and civil rights away from the Jews. He also opposed Hitler’s control over the German churches, so he founded the Confessional Church of Germany. This organization once had a membership of 21,000
pastors. The Gestapo arrested many of these pastors for working without the approval of the state. Dietrich could have left Germany for good in early 1939. In fact, friends got him a job in America, and he did leave, but only for one month. He did not wish to abandon his own family and countrymen to face the oncoming slaughter of World War II, so he returned to Berlin on the day that Hitler’s army invaded Poland – September 1, 1939.

Bonhoeffer tried to enlist as a chaplain in an army hospital, but he was rejected because he was not a member of the military. So he continued his work as a pastor in the underground churches that refused to accept Hitler’s supremacy over them. Many of the pastors in these underground churches were hunted down and forced to join the army. Eighty out of 150 of Bonhoeffer’s former seminary students were killed in action. Bonhoeffer wrote letters to their families to offer them some comfort in their time of sorrow. He also formed an underground ring (organization) that smuggled Jews out of Germany.

In 1940 Bonhoeffer was made a member of the military intelligence called Abwehr. He acted as a double agent and attended meetings in Switzerland in the name of the German opposition that wanted to overthrow Hitler. But all attempts to do so, or to assassinate Hitler, failed.

Eventually the Gestapo arrested Bonhoeffer after they found papers that showed his involvement in treason against Hitler. He was put in jail in the Tegel Prison, where he spent two years reading, writing and ministering to fellow prisoners and prison guards. His writings, entitled “Letters and Papers from Prison,” were published after the war. Bonhoeffer planned an escape with one of the prison guards, but decided against the attempt – he did not want to endanger his friends and family. He remained true to them, even though he knew he would most certainly be killed if he did not escape; he was willing to sacrifice his own life so that others might be saved.

The Nazis discovered more documents to use against Bonhoeffer, and the Gestapo finally hanged him in the prison on April 9, 1945 on direct orders from the top – from Himmler, or Hitler himself. Bonhoeffer’s death occurred only a few weeks before the Allies captured Berlin and Hitler committed suicide. These vents came too late to save Bonhoeffer, a truly great German and a truly great human being.
Will Rogers
(1879 – 1935)

By Cecil Ramnaraine

Will Rogers represented all that was good about America. Growing up in a middle class family, he was used to the problems of working class people. Roger’s truly reflected their honesty, integrity and sincerity. He was genuinely a good person.

Book learning was not of interest to Will. He would rather play with his lariat (rope) and ride his horse. But he later regretted his poor performance at school and said, “I never go through a day that I am not sorry for the idea I had, of how to go to school and not learn anything.” Will became a cowboy and worked in Texas, California, South Africa and New Zealand. He also worked as an entertainer, doing pony tricks and roping horses on stage. He enjoyed foreign countries and people and said he never visited a country nor met a man he did not like.

Upon his return to the United States, Will worked as an entertainer with the Ziegfeld Follies. His act at that time was mostly telling jokes that he made up as he read the newspaper, telling the news to the crowd in an entertaining way. He also started writing for newspapers, telling funny stories about politicians, bankers, industrialist and other rich people.

Will Rogers was an actor in a few Hollywood shows and produced a few movies. His productions were a failure, though, and he spent the next several years paying off his debts.

After his years in Hollywood, Will returned to New York and resumed his act for the Follies. He also was hired as an after dinner speaker and comedian. He started writing a weekly humor column that was syndicated nationally and became part of the American history from 1923 until his death in 1935. In those writings he made fun of the greed, immortality and stupidity of those people who thought they were better than the average American. He wrote about disarmament, world politics, government policies, peace and justice. Many of his articles were routinely published in foreign countries; thus he became world famous for criticizing humankind’s foolishness.

Will Rogers traveled to Europe and Asia. He spoke out for tolerance and understanding among nations. He became the conscience of the world. Everywhere he went he championed fairness, goodness, common sense and justice.

On August 9, 1935 Will Rogers was killed in a plane crash in Alaska.
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